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Recession will force ‘old-fashioned’
Europe to adopt American model
O

ld-fashioned
attitudes
account for the failure
of association management
companies
(AMCs)
to
prosper outside the USA, it
was claimed yesterday. But
economic pressures mean that
could soon change, according
to Terrance Barkan, chief
strategist at Globalstrat, the
US-based growth consultants.
He said that while American
associations are happy to
outsource their secretariats to
third parties, their European
counterparts rely on ‘retired
industry figures’.
“In the US the attitude has
always been that if you can’t

Terrance Barkan

do something well yourself,
get someone else to do it,”
said Barkan. “In fact that’s
expected! In Europe it’s

different.
“The thinking in Europe
seems to be, ‘we’re so
special, we need someone
who’s been in the industry
all their life to lead us’. But
as associations are forced to
become more business-like,
this old-fashioned model will
no longer be competitive and
we’ll see the AMC model taken
up more and more.”
He said associations who
outsourced various functions
could respond more quickly as
the economy worsened. “You
can cut a contract faster than
you can cut staff, although that
might sound brutal,” he said.

‘Associations should be more
honest with us,’ say suppliers
CCA should set up a
‘charter’ to help its members
avoid bidding for international
association business they have
little or no chance of winning.
The appeal came from Becky
Graveney, head of associations
at tourism body London &
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Partners, who said England’s
bid for the FIFA 2018 World
Cup was doomed to failure.
“It emerged that FIFA
wanted to give the tournament
to an emerging country. That’s
fine. We have no problem with
that. But shouldn’t FIFA, or any

association for that matter, be
‘up-front’ about these things?
And isn’t it time ICCA drew
up some kind of charter so we
know what questions to ask?”
Graveney’s request came
during a lively debate into
the ethics of business,
which
explored
different
cultural values and the fine
line between ‘bribery’ and
‘incentive’.
The meeting began with
Kitty Wong, president of PCO
K&A International, calling for
an end to ‘phantom bidding’ –
where unscrupulous suppliers
bid for events, unsure if they
can deliver.

Scan the QR
code to get
your ICCA Daily
news online!

Dress to
impress like
Marcel
M

arcel Vissers, HQ
magazine’s sartorially
elegant redacteur en chef
will be watching out for
your outfit at tonight’s gala
dinner at the convention
center when he chooses
the winners of the Dress to
Impress Awards. Relive the
salsa years of Puerto Rico
and take Marcel for a spin
around the dance floor….
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big and bold or notably niche...
what if you didn’t have to choose?

Create a custom-ﬁt meeting or conference in
Niagara, Canada with choices that include—
Ŷ Easy access points including four international airports
with shuttle service throughout Niagara
Ŷ The energy of Niagara Falls, the character of Niagaraon-the-Lake, the solitude of Twenty Valley or the urban
appeal of St. Catharines
Ŷ Beautiful convention-style accommodations, luxury
inns and boutique hotels
Ŷ The new 288,000 square foot Scotiabank Convention
Centre and unique off-site meeting venues including
wineries and Niagara Parks
Ŷ Team building and leisure options that showcase
Niagara’s natural wonders, renowned wine and culinary
scene, world-class theatre and casino excitement

a place of wonders...big and small

niagaracanadameetings.com

To learn more about hosting your next event in Niagara,
contact us at 1-888-832-9343, or submit your RFP through our website.

Meetings of the ancients in
the not-too-distant future?
e could be living to be
120 or 150 years old
very soon and we could yet
live to be 200, such is the
pace of change taking place in
terms of medicine and latest
research.
The effects of such change
upon the meetings industry
could be profound, according
to Rohit Talwar, presenter of
yesterday’s session called
Future Frontiers in Science and
Technology.
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“Imagine the marriage vows
meaning a commitment of
such a long time,” said Talwar,
(apparently only half joking).
He outlined a future world
of increased brain power
influenced by personalised
designer drugs, shared dreams,
influencing behaviour, hacking
into brains and downloading
thoughts, resulting in changing
learning and changed meeting
design.
Delegates discussed the

impact of such changes,
suggesting such things as the
obsolescence of interpreters
and verbal language. Others
said they feared the influence
on the results of meetings that
could be caused by smells,
chemicals and music, as
happens already with retail
outlets. And there were also
concerns about the impact
of technology on face-to-face
meetings.

ICCAQUOTES
"I want you to think
of Ksenija and me in
the shower... err, let me
rephrase that. When you
are in the shower, think
of me and Ksenija (and
what we have said)",
Jon Bradshaw, CEO of
Meetology
“What’s all this about
Dengue Fever? Didn’t
anyone tell you it’s
hurricane season? The
wind will blow all the
mozzies away!”
Alec Gilbert, Adelaide
Convention Centre
“There was a European
congress of embryologists
recently. A European
event. Guess where the
biggest single delegation
came from? Germany? No.
China.”
Enrico Zuffi, association
conferences marketing
manager, Geneva
Convention Bureau

Rohit Talwar

IMR footprint grows as
publisher network expands
nternational
Meetings
Review,
the
worldwide
meetings
industry
media
network, is expanding with the
addition of two new partners –
Meetings Net, in the USA, and
The Event Magazine, in South
Africa.
The move adds both content
and distribution in those
regions and takes the weekly
distribution of electronic news
alerts to more than 300,000
through the event industry’s top
publishers’ databases. IMR’s
impact on ICCA delegates was
assisted by a sponsored lunch
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James Latham

and presentation by James
Latham, who said: “These
are great ambassadors, great
voices, who will be writing and
broadcasting on behalf of their
territories and providing further
insights into the US and
Southern Africa every day.”
International
Meetings
Review gathers the best global
content from event industry
portals around the world
and aggregates them on one
website, providing a global
perspective on the events
industry at
www.internationalmeetingsreview.com.

“No business has a right to
succeed, and that includes
associations. There has
been a disassociation
between associations and
their members, and their
members’ expectations,
that has to be realigned”
Rob Harrison, chief
operating officer,
Congrex.
"As a Londoner I found
it was the most uplifting
time I have ever had in
the city."
London ExCeL's James
Rees on this year's
2012 Games
“We are all flying on
full planes now. The
airlines really know how
to maximise profit – and
that is to fill every seat on
the plane.”
Jorge Franz, Greater
Houston Convention &
Visitors Bureau
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Exhibitions and associations:
not the happiest partners
xhibition organisers and
associations don't always
make the happiest bedfellows.
The organiser often pays a
large fee for the support of
an industry association and
the association has high
expectations from the trade
show. They are not obviously
mutually compatible.
But there were benefits
for both partners, given the
right
attitude,
explained
Paul Woodward, managing
director of UFI, the exhibition
organisers' association, during
the trade fair opportunities
session.
"The exhibition organiser is
quite often unhappy because
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he paying a large fee to an
association to get the punters
in," said Woodward.
"And
the association accuses the
organiser of doing nothing for
its industry that it couldn't do
for itself."
In the US, around 50-60 per
cent of associations were also
exhibition organisers, but this
figure dropped to only 15-20
per cent in Europe. Almost all
major trade fairs have close ties
with key industry associations.
Associations partner with
exhibitions for their members'
networking,
education,
business
opportunities
and to make money. And
exhibition organisers needed

to understand the association's
market. "Organisers are not
in the exhibition industry",
explained Woodard, "they
are 'in' the industry of every
customer they serve."
The exhibition/association
partnership
had
other
problems. "What about the
upcoming generation -- they
don't even want to be part of
an association," said Dick Blatt
of Planar World Consulting.
Yet it was the youngest of four
bidders for his business that
impressed him most when
she asked where he saw his
industry in five or ten years and
then told him her company
could help him get there.

Exhibition gurus Lewis Shomer, SISO USA, and Paul Woodward, UFI France

Infrastructure ‘key to meetings
success’ in the Caribbean
D

eveloping
necessary
infrastructure and making
sure governments are aware
of business tourism will help
put Caribbean and Central
American destinations on the
map for meetings and events.
Neil Mullanaphy, acting
president and CEO of the
Puerto
Rico
Convention
Bureau, said “infrastructure

is absolutely key to the
international meetings market
in the region”. As well as hotel
rooms increasing in the major
cities (Panamá for example
has tripled its hotel capacity)
new convention centres are
being built across the region
over the next few years.
Jamaica, Panama, Costa Rica
and Columbia all have new

centres on the way.
Mullanaphy
also
said
the most important thing
is to talk with the local and
national governments to make
them aware of the business
opportunities for the cities.
He added: “Being able to get
out and talk about meetings
marketing really is opening up
the eyes of governments.”

ICCA road
tests ‘private
club’ for
associations
he ICCA Association Portal
– a new section of the
website exclusively available
to international association
meeting planners – has
been road-tested with 30
associations and is now ready
to go live.
There are now more than
100 associations who have
accepted invitations from ICCA
to join the portal and are ready
to exchange information. The
new portal allows associations
featured on the ICCA Database
to access data about meetings
and conferences that might be
of interest to them because
they are similar or because
they offer some educational
value.
ICCA CEO Martin Sirk said:
“This is a private peer-to-peer
closed discussion group like
a private club. Associations
will be able to discuss venues,
destinations
and
service
providers on a private basis
and learn from each other’s
experiences without being
subject to sales pressure
from
any
organisations.
Service providers, including
professional
conference
organisers, will not be allowed
access.”
So far only around 100
‘friends of ICCA’ have been
contacted and now a broader
field of members will be
invited.

T

Martin Sirk
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Conventions don´t have
to be conventional
A business trip to Madrid seems less like hard work than most.
Sunny weather, conveniently located conference venues and gourmet
lunches are just some of the bonuses for when you visit on business.
After a busy day, Madrid’s famous museums and elegant stores are a great
way to recharge before sampling the vibrant nightlife.
Relax over tapas in an outdoor café or dance until dawn. Whatever you do,
Madrid is the business.

info.mcb@esmadrid.com
(+34) 91 758 55 28
www.esmadrid.com/mcb

What do you think?
On day two of the ICCA Congress, we asked delegates what has been the most
important thing for them so far…

“I think every ICCA Congress I come to just gets a little bit better.
Obviously a highlight for me was being elected onto the Board. The more
you get into the Congress, the better it becomes. You want to make new
connections. I always leave this event feeling inspired.”
James Rees, ExCeL London

“I attended a session on ethics which was very interesting.
It’s a topic which is very important to open up and discuss.
Transparency, honesty and straightforwardness are key. That
is very important to me and I was happy to see it mentioned in
the sessions.”
Bettina Reventlow, Wonderful Copenhagen Convention Bureau

“I have been impressed with the organisation of the event so far, and
with the strong participation. For many of the delegates it’s a long haul
to get here, so it’s great that people feel it is important to their personal
development to attend.”
Bruce Redor, GainingEdge

“The best thing so far has been the experience and the friendship.
It’s been the best place for networking. I like that I have the
opportunity to share experiences with the best destinations and
learn about different strategies.”
Vicky Marmolejo, Cancun Centre Conventions and Exhibitions

“I think one of the best things we have at the ICCA Congress is
networking – I have met so many people and we have shared
ideas. Even after this event you can make friends and if you
have a business problem when you get home, they may be able
to help you solve it.”
Alexandra Toregao, Lisbon Convention Centre

“I would say that the most critical thing at the congress is the
opportunity to meet with other people in the business. They may
have business ideas you are looking for. We can share these and ask
each other how we do things.”
Bernard Asoro, The Kenyatta International Convention Centre

“I think there has been a very good buzz around so far. The
education sessions have been very good and I think there’s been
a lot of interaction and discussions during the sessions, which
has been great. I also love the new SpotMe app!”
Salma Ghuznavi, Dubai Convention Bureau

Arrivals
and
departures
fter two years at the helm
Alec Gilbert and Sian
Thomas, co-chairs of ICCA’s
Venue Sector, said goodbye
to their chapter members and
ushered in the duo who will
replace them.
To the strains of The Final
Countdown Gilbert, CEO of
Adelaide Convention Centre,
confirmed it would be the last
meeting he chaired with The
Address Hotels and Resorts
sales director.
ICCA’s largest sector, with
327 members, will now
stewarded by James Rees,
director of conference and
events at London ExCeL and
André Kaldenhoff, director of
the Congress Center Leipzig.
Rees recently stepped down
as chair of the UK&Ireland
Chapter of ICCA. Board
members re-elected were
Steen
Jakobsen,
Thierry
Jacques Eduard, Nina Freysen
Pretorius, Martin Winter and
Juan Jose Garcia while in
the Meetings Management
Sector they elected Francesca
Mancani
and
Miranda
Ioannou. Sus Nygaard stood
down while president Arnaldo
Nardone
was
re-elected
unopposed.

A

Stop Press
Session
cancelled
today
Session TE101:
Super-broadband: the
future challenges of
WiFi and connectivity
at international
events, which had
been due to take
place today (Tuesday)
from 11am - 12pm
has been cancelled.
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Iguassu Falls, Paraná

visitbrasil.com
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Country
th in the
ICCA
ranking

7

Brazil is among the top destinations that hold
d
international events, according to ICCA rankings.
This is a reflection of a modern country, with highly
equipped convention centres, associated with a
huge network of hotels. Cultural diversity, rich
gastronomy and natural tourist attractions of the
Brazilian cities offer visitors a unique experience. It is
always a great business to bring your event to Brazil.

ICCAinPICTURES
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UPDATE FROM ICCA HQ
ICCA Association
Database extended
in 2012

Gala Dinner at the Puerto
Rico Convention Center

ince 1972, the ICCA
Research Department
has assembled information
on international association
meetings. The structure of
the Association Database
is designed to perfectly suit
the marketing information
needs of suppliers in the
international
meeting
business. ICCA members
use this database for their
research, marketing and
sales activities to identify
prospective
association
clients and to bid for
important
international
congresses.

Relive the golden years of salsa music in Puerto Rico! We will
transport you back in time to the late 1950s and as host city of
the annual Salsa World Congress, dancing will be the highlight
of the event. Enjoy the last evening dancing to the magic of
the Caribbean rhythms in the Pedro Rosselló - Grand Ballroom
sponsored by the Puerto Rico Tourism Company

S

UIA data
round 4,500 regularly
occurring
meetings
within ICCA's extensive
database of international
association
events
are
enhanced through access
to
supplementary
UIA
data. The information of
the International Union of
Associations, a research
institute and documentation
centre based in Brussels, is
of obvious value to those in
the business of facilitating
and accommodating the
meetings component of the
activities of international
associations worldwide.

A

ICCA Destination Comparison Report Online
his ICCA product is
designed to improve your
knowledge of the market
and your competitors and
ultimately to help you win
more international association

T

meetings business.
In this report you can
compare your destination (city
or country) with four of your
destination's direct competitors
of your choice.

The Destination Comparison
Reports compare the following
characteristics of the five
destinations over the last ten
years:

• Total number of events per
destination
• Market share per country by
number of events
• Rotation areas of the events
organised per destination
• Home base of the
international organisations
planning the events per
destination
• Size of meetings per
destination
• Average number of
participants to events per
destination
• Estimated total number of
participants per destination
• Favourite months of
meetings per destination
• Average length of events per
destination
• Suppliers used per
destination
• Subjects of events per
destination
Log in to the My ICCA section
on www.iccaworld.com and
click on "ICCA Destination
Comparison Report Online"
to access this online ICCA
marketing tool!
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Valuable Business
Information for ICCA
Members: Research
Corner Revamped!
very week ICCA Data posts
a number of Requests
for Proposals (RFPs) in
the My ICCA section of the
website, under the header
Association Database. We
are happy to report that we
are now able to present this
valuable information in a more
user-friendly fashion; the data
is now stored in an Excel sheet
rather than in a long, ‘flat’
document.
Many associations in our
database have evolved a
unique
decision-making
methodology
with
regard
to their major events, often
over many years. When we
present this information to our
members via the Research
Corner we expect you to first
make an in-depth study of
each individual methodology.
This is crucial if you want to
better meet all the needs of
international associations, to
gain a deeper understanding
of their clients’ objectives,
and to ask the right questions
when bidding for international
events.
What you see is mostly
information
that
the
researchers have found on the
Internet.

E

95 per cent of the RFPs we
post in the Research Corner
are in the public domain.
ICCA’s research department
identifies this information on
the web and links this through
to the members within the
protected database area.
In all cases we provide you
with a deadline for bids as
well as a link to a document
that describes the decision
making process and/or the bid
requirements of a particular
association.
In many cases we are
also able to list the preferred
country/area for the First Open
Year in question. Because of
the indicated deadline for bids,
sometimes your immediate
action is required!
We are delighted that 60
RFPs with future deadlines
are currently waiting for you
in the Excel sheet. Updated
continuously, we strongly urge
you to check out the Research
Corner on a weekly basis!
The database currently holds
decision making information
on 1500 meeting series.
For more information contact
Marco van Itterzon, ICCA
Director Research: marco@
icca.nl

Make it easy for your
next client to find you!
A
dvertise your services in
the ICCA Membership
Directory! The Directory is
a listing of ICCA suppliers
in the meeting industry,
published annually and will
be sent to more than 4,500
international associations
as well as 950+ ICCA

Members all over the world.
It will also be distributed at
major trade shows and other
ICCA events.
Pre-book an advertising
space now! Invoice can be
sent either in 2012 or 2013.
Do not miss out on this
great offer!

Special Offers:
ICCA 50th Anniversary Part 2:
2013 is a special year when ICCA celebrates its 50th
anniversary. Up to 50 per cent discounts are available on
various marketing opportunities. Leverage your marketing
budgets and join ICCA’s special offers!

ICCAADS
Advertising on iccaworld.com
Reach Association Meeting Planners for only
EUR 2.50 / hour

Web banner on iccaworld.com*
Homepage web banner 1 month
Homepage web banner 2 months
Homepage web banner 3 months
ICCA 50 offer!

EUR 1,850
EUR 3,650
EUR 5,050

• Homepage: iccaworld.com
• 120 pixels w x 600 pixels h – Skyscraper
• Average page views homepage 50,000/per month
• Rotating banner, 25% of time
• Valid in period 1 January – 31 December 2013

NEW: Web banner on Membership Directory Online*
Membership Directory web banner 1 month EUR 750
Membership Directory web banner 2 months EUR 1,450
Membership Directory web banner 3 months EUR 2,050
ICCA 50 offer!
• Dedicated website: members.iccaworld.com/
• 120 pixels w x 600 pixels h - Skyscraper
• Average page views 7,000/per month
• Rotating banner, 20% of time

NEW: five web banners in all sub-sections on iccaworld.
com for one price*
5 web banners 1 month
5 web banners 2 months
5 web banners 3 months
ICCA 50 offer!

EUR 950
EUR 1,850
EUR 2,500

• Sections include five tabs on iccaworld.com:
Members Only, Associations, Press Centre, Visitors

Bonus: ICCA 50 Anniversary website
• 120 pixels w x 600 pixels h - Skyscraper
• These five sections, est. page views total: 30,000/per
month
• Rotating banner, 20% of time
* Conditions apply.

For more information, please contact
Sebastian Sew, Sales Executive At ICCA
Congress in Puerto Rico
Mobile:
Email:
ICCA H.O

+31 6 5366 7492 or via Spotme
Sebastian@icca.nl
+31 20 398 1963 (direct)
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Mind doctor reveals cure
for meeting sickness

Dr. Jon Sutton

f all organisers took the
advice of mind doctor Jon
Sutton, meetings would never
be the same again.
In his session "My search for
a scientific cure for meetings
sickness" the lead psychologist
for the Meetology Group blew
away some long-held myths
and replaced them with a few
revolutionary thoughts.
There is an optimum time
to hold a meeting - at 3pm
on Tuesday, he calculated.
There are ways to creatively
think gatherings into more
successful events.
And
mild intoxication can aid the
planning process. "Those who
drink together, think together,
as we used to say in college".
He admitted he was new to
the world of meetings. "But one
thing is clear. It is no longer
enough to move bodies from
one place to another, anyone
can do that. This industry
is
increasingly
interested
in getting into the minds of
delegates and improving their
wellbeing and enjoyment of

I

what they are doing.
"I suffer from meetings
sickness. And I am not alone.
Meetings are terribly toxic
and poisonous things. No
successful decision has ever
been made at a meeting.
Meetings are called because
they can be called. Calling a
meeting is an abuse of power.
If I had my way a meeting
would never be held."
The good doctor has
gathered evidence and applied
his findings to modern meeting
planning. One of his first
commandments on how not to
present was: "Thou shalt use
clip art in all thy presentations."
Part of his cure for meeting
sickness was creative thinking.
And seeking advice from
children.
When he asked
his seven year old about his
forthcoming presentation, he
was told: "Stick with what
you're doing but, I don't know,
do it better."
Dr Sutton suggested that
any event might be improved
with some element of play. And
to consider the most amenable
time to have a meeting And be
wary of decisions made on an
empty stomach.
He also previewed the
concept of the meeting clock
into which is entered the
number of people attending
and their average hourly wage
with a button to press the
when the meeting started. It
had a remarkable effect on the
duration of the gathering.

Tweet Tweet!
@CapeTownCB: Kitty
Wong presenting on
ethical bidding - so much
ﬂoor discussion and
running around had to
take off Gucci shoes

@achretin: Great
conference about all you
need to know about the
AMC's! The program of @
ICCAWORLD Congress is
great and well diversiﬁed!

@MiCoMilano: The
ICCA Congress turns 64
countries into one world!
Mico Milano live from
Puerto Rico

@SimonKaro: Face to
face #meetings increase
#creativity and willingness
to bond
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James Lancaster,
Kelly Ranson
& Edgardo Rodríguez

CAPTIONCOMPETITION

Bob O’Keeffe, Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre,
seems to misunderstand the new technology on hand when
he went to work on Jeremy Pros of Shockfish. What is Jeremy
thinking? To compete in today’s caption competition, complete
the bubble and hand in to the CAT Publications stand by noon
today.

Name:
Organisation:

I should have
explained, James, in
more detail, what the
Huggability Award is
all about...

Winner of yesterday’s
caption competition
was Judith
Settele of Vienna
Convention Bureau
with her reference
to Pat Delaney
and Ovation’s bear
campaign and she
wins a bottle of rum.

